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Tenarimu is a Japanese "charming" term meaning "Mistress" in the Ainu language, used in Ainu history for a female shrine maiden, priestess, or other powerful woman. It is also used to refer to a public shrine official in the Kamakura period. In the Western world, the term has been used for the female lead or the title character in a Japanese television drama
series. The term is also sometimes applied to an American television soap opera's central female role, and sometimes even to any sufficiently "strong female character", when Japanese women are referred to as. Film and television In its original meaning, a tenarimu is a priestess/shaman (female) of worship who recites sacred poetry during ceremonies at a
sacred site. In the context of film and television, a tenarimu is a strong, attractive female character, most usually a female lead, and usually based on archetypal female qualities of the Japanese nation and people. The Japanese term tenarimu is rarely used in the West outside of Japan; it is more usually translated as "mistress." The term has been applied to
several female characters on Japanese TV dramas: Kamei Tsunehisa Kyoka Asano Kirin Kikiya Mari Okada Mariko Miyamoto Mitsuyo Watai Mizuki Nanao Miyoko Nara Momoe Yamaguchi Mutsumi Inomata Shizuka Hasegawa Japanese TV dramas with tenarimu characters: Asuka Chizuko Four Sisters (Ariake no Aishide) Kamimura Aiko Kikuchi Haisen Kuru Kuru
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